The first spring school of the Leipzig Jean Monnet Centre of Excellence organized in cooperation with the Leibniz ScienceCampus "Eastern Europe - Global Area, focusses on methodological approaches for how to translate key concepts in European Studies into empirical research: (EU-)citizenship and EUropean peripheries.

Researchers of the centre present in five workshops insights into their ongoing work, thus offering graduate and postgraduate students a unique opportunity to address their own questions on how to plan research, how to operationalize conceptual and theoretical frameworks, how to identify empirical material, and how to develop in-depth analytical insights? The spring school thus can serve as a good starting point for planning a thesis or solving open questions in an ongoing MA or PhD project.

Each 60min workshop is organized around a key input by researchers of the centre, presenting their methods and findings for debate and working with participants on selected material. Working languages are both English and German. A detailed program can be found here.

For registration please get in touch with Mathilde Stangengerber (stangenberger@studserv.uni-leipzig.de). You will receive a Zoom-Link upon registration.

Organization: Gert Pickel / Steffi Marung